
Heart Mind Body Breath

Acting with Intention
Mindfulness Worksheet

➤  why you chose this topic
➤  how your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic
➤  the emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings
➤  the positive or negative impact of any stories you believe in regarding this topic
➤  the fact that many others are feeling similarly about this topic as you
➤  how you might feel with increased awareness around this topic
➤  when you can apply increased mindfulness to this topic in your day-to-day life

Download more mindfulness worksheets, guided meditation scripts, e-books and more at:
MindfulnessExercises.com

Date / Time: What have you brought mindful awareness to today? Check all that apply.

To begin this Meditation, please bring kind awareness to
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Setting an intention before beginning a task or activity can help guide your actions so that
they are in line with your values. Doing this can support personal growth and positively
influence your actions, work, and relationships.

Environment

PURPOSE / EFFECTS:

Summary
Before you start an activity, set an intention for what you would like to embody and
cultivate. Carry your intention with you throughout the day and change it as necessary.

METHOD:

Long Version
1. Before beginning a task or activity, ask yourself what you wish to embody or cultivate
during your work. 

You can set an intention for any activity, such as meditating, going to a meeting,
having dinner with your family, or having a conversation with a coworker.
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2. When setting your intention, try to clarify what is most needed in that moment. 
 
3. Try to mindfully carry this intention with you as you proceed, checking in periodically to
re-align yourself if you forget. 
 
4. At the end of the day reflect on whether you remembered your intention(s) and how
often you followed them. 
 
5. Look for specific instances and congratulate yourself for any times, however few or brief,
that you embodied your intention and then congratulate yourself!
 
OPTIONAL: In addition to specific intentions for a certain activity, you can also set a more
general intention for your day when you wake up each morning.

Intentions can include practicing more self-compassion, deep listening, gratitude,
and cultivating supportive relationships.

Setting an intention for your day or before an activity is a common practice in various
cultures. In the Buddhist tradition, Right Intention is the second teaching in the Noble
Eightfold Path. It includes committing oneself to personal growth and ethical behavior,
resisting unhealthy desire, and not causing harm to oneself or others.

HISTORY:

Be careful not to confuse intentions with goals. Goals occur in the future, while intentions
can be embodied in each moment. 
 
Also, remember that acting according to your intentions takes time and practice. Please be
kind to yourself if you do not remember your intentions. It is common for people to forget
their intention shortly after forming it, and even remembering it once throughout the day is
worthy of celebration.

CAUTIONS:
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